THE AUTHORS' APPRECIATION
meat. Gicvcs were the firm who saw us safely and comfortably
through, and wo never once had cause to regret my of the
splendid material we took from them.
Came the matter of watches of which any number of grace
and beauty were submitted for our approval. We wanted a
watch that would tell the truth about time, a watch of lasting
accuracy, and one that would go if we took it up to the strato-
sphere or deep clown in the sea, a watch that would operate under
all conditions. We recognised the exacting nature of our
demands; many were called but only one was chosen—the
Rolex, and it did all we asked of it
One or two ot the expedition were big game hunters, and in
the hope of adding more trophies to their collections, Rigby
Mannlicher rifles were taken out. Whenever we had an oppor-
tunity of using them they were found to be of the greatest use;
indeed, we were definitely impressed with their accuracy and
general excellence.
Finally, there was die matter of small hand cameras for taking
subjects of general interest, apart from those in die air. Nothing
is moredisappointingthan to return and find bad results, and any
merit of the numerous pictures of general interest we took, is
due to the fact that we were able to count on the accuracy of the
shutters, the exposure, and, what is most important under
tropical conditions, on the light-tightness of the apparatus. We
chose the Six-Twenty Kodaks and never was there a more
fortunate choice, although we anticipated dieir being up to
form, having used Kodaks on many previous ventures into the
wilds.
We hope we have covered the whole of die ground as regards
equipment, concluding with a final word that we were extra-
ordinarily lucky in all our selections, and if the description of
our experiences in that direction leads others in a similar channel
we shall have had our sufficient reward.
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